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Collins Kineplex@ Data System is a flexible, high capacity synchronous

data system for the transmission of birrary information such as

teletypewriter, business machine, telemetering, supervisory control and

{acsimile signals over wire line, cable, radio and microwave facilities.
The new signalling technique provides superior signal-to-noise performance
and more efficient spectrum utilization than standard frequency shift keyed
pulse signalling systems. It provides for the transmission o{ data up to 3000
bits per second in a 3 kc bandwidth which on teletypewriter applications,
provides 40 channels at 60, 75 or 100 words per minute operation.
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3000 bits per second
or 40 ieletypewriter
channels of | 00 words
per minute in a 3 kc
bandwidih, or a

combinaiion of the iwo.

!, Registered U. S. Patent Office, The name Kineplex was
given ihis equipment because predicied wave signalling
makes use of kinematic filtering and is used generally
for providing mulii-channel or mulliplex operalion.
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RESEARGHandDEr'ELoPIUIENT
collins creative Pioneering Has Proclucecl a \erv -\dYanced and

Highly Efficient Technique for-Transmissior.r oi Binarr Information.

Incorporated in the Kinepler Data Svstem. the Techlique Allows over

100 Percent Increase in Spectrum Lsage over S:ar,darcl Signalling

Methods and Provides a Much Superiol Signal tc \c,i=e Performance.

The tremendous growth of industry has resulted in an

increasingly greaterlemand for better communication' To

satisfy this'dimattd there has been a large scale expansion

of radio and wire facilities to provide additional com-

munication channels. Aside from the consideration of the

heavy investment attendant with such expansion, the para-

,rrount problem in nication is

congesti,on of the fre dY d-e11nd

{or'n.* circuits ha availabilitY
of frequency spectrum for additional channels' For the

past ten years Collins has conducted a broad research and

development program devoted to providing integrated

communication systems. A major effort of this program

has been directed toward developing a new signalling and

detection technique for the transmission of binary in'
formation which'would have much greater efficiency in

regard to power and spectrum utilization as-compared to
sta"ndard signalling practices. A new signalling and de-

tection tech"nique accomplishing this objective has been

achieved and is incorporated in the new Collins Kineplex

Data System.

Record communication such as teletypewriter service

is normall condition sig-

nalling. B es this method'

and it is lation maY be

widely used for continuous signalling functions in voipe

and facsimile. Due to the wide acceptance of this type of

signalling, it was important to find methods of accom'

plishing l't with a mini-um signal power and within a

minimum bandwidth'

Originally, teletypewriter service was transmitted by

u.i.tg"ur, "on'ofi" iyp" of signalling' In recent years the

udrrulrrtug". of {requency shift keying transmission were

realized, and at the present time most teletr-nerrriter trans-

mitting and receiving equipment employs standard FSK'

frequency spectrum'

Collins first interest in teletypewriter synchronous tech-
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Collins Engineers moinlqin o conslont check on Kineplex Dolo Syslem equipneni af lhe Compony's Burbonk focilifies.

teletypewriter radio circuit employing predicted wave sig-
nalling was operated between Collini-eedar Rapids and
Dallas facilities. Portions of this test ivere conducted
under Signal Corps sponsorship. The initial field tests
confirmed laboratory test results which demonstrated the
superior performance of predicted wave signalling.

In another test, the Collins predicted wave signalling
technique proved itself in comparison with standaid FSK
systems. 'fhis test conducted in 1954 over a 30 mc radio

one faciliti Jersey, to
demonstra sus signal_

vantage of signalling
nonsynchr. predicted

wave signalling showed an improvement of 6 to B db over
nstrating
In 1954
iter term
lling. Th

were a part of the complete VI{F Transhorizon Communi-
cation System supplied for DEWine by Collins.

Using the basic principles of predicted wave signalling
and incorporating phase shift keying, Collins early in
1955 developed its new all.transistorized Kineplex Data
System for supplying 40 teletypewriter channels of 100
words per minute in a standard voice channel.

In February, 1956, a Kineplex System was put in
operation between Cedar Rapids and Burbank. This
circuit, which is still in use, is operated at 13.140 mc
using 5 kilowatts of peak envelope power. Results from

this test circuit have conclusively proven the efiectiveness
of Kineplex as a highly reliable teletypewriter communi-
cation system.

During October and November, 1956, engineering per-
sonnel conducted tests with a Collins Kineplex System in
Collins Burbank {acilities by transmitting to several cities
over difierent telephone lines employing various voice
carrier systems and looping the circuit back to Burbank.
Among the points used in the tests were San Diego, Santa
Barbara, Las Vegas, Nevada and Denver. Operation of
the Kineplex equipment proved most satisfactory on all
typical types o{ voice carrier equipments.

The end results of the mentioned and continuins tests
show that the Collins IGneplex Data System incorporates
features which will provide a greater number oi 

"o--munication channels on existing facilities than oresentlv
possible, and with superior p"rfor-un"" in noise. Major
Kineplex features include near absolute frequency stability
so that the bandwidth may be reduced to a minimum;
synchronization so that the detector is given information
on the time of arrival of the start and finish of each pulse
data; gated infinite Q integrating circuits, employing
mechanical resonators, the response of which matches per-
{ectly the energy distribution of the transmitted pulse;
sampling of the detector outputs at the end of each pulse
so that full integration of the received pulse may be
utilized; encoding of binary information so that the
theoretical minimum bandwidth for a given binary
signalling rate may be approached.
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Current practice in frequency-modulated carrier tele-

graph equipment demands the use of a frequency-
measuring technique for conversion of the received signal
to a form suitable for operation of land-line telegraph
equipment. Circuits usually include bandpass filtering, a

limiting amplifier and a discriminator. Refinement of
these methods does not always lead to the best utilization
of received signal energy. In Kineplex, the transmission
of the signal is similar to the form currently used. How-
ever, the intelligence is obtained from this signal by a

means o{ filtering in both time and freque4cy which leads

to much greater utilization of the received signal energy
and of frequency spectrum. The Kineplex System makes

use of the following features: rectangularly pulsed sine
waves, encoding of two bits of in{ormation on each pulse

by resolution of phase into quadrature components and
infinite Q resonators at the detector suitably gated to
provide a perfect weighting function.

The signal source at the transmitter is a constant ampli-
tude sine wave of high stability. Information is encoded

by sending a different phase in successive equal intervals
or pulses. Figure one illustrates the four quadrature phase

combinations used so that each pulse may carry two hits
of information. it will be seen that projection of the signal
vector of the X axis yields one bit of information (either

M* or SJ and projection of the same vector on the Y axis

yields a second bit (either M, or Sr). It is assumed that
the phase is changed rapidly in the transition from pulse
to pulse and that the length of the vector and its relative
phase is constant during each pulse. It is evident that
simple circuitry can be used in transmitter to generate the
desired successive pulses which will only be shifted in
phase with respect to each other.

For a square pulse of constant frequency the signal in-
tegrated over the length of the pulse as a function ol
frequency will vary as illustrated in figure two. Figure
two shows that at a frequency removed 1/T from the signal
frequency, where T is the length of the pulse in seconds,

the integrated signal or energy is zero. It would be con-

fusing to try to visualize a transmitted signal of the type
considered in terms of carrier and sidebands. This energy
versus frequency relation should be kept in mind instead,
even though pulses at times may be repetitive in pattern.

Four difierent pulses are applied to the receiving cir-
cuitry. One timing pulse gates a feedback amplifier,
which provides positive feedback around the resonator
and amplifier combination. During the time that this
positive feedback is gated around the resonator and ampli-
fier the circuit is regenerative just to the point of oscilla-

FUNDAlUtENTAL THEORY
AND OPERATTON

Complete Functioning of New Predicted Wave Signalling

Technique and Prominent Features Are Fully Described

in Systematic View of Operation.
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tion. Under this condition, the resonator will appear to
have infinite Q. When the negative feedback is gated
around the resonator-amplifier and the positive feedback
is gated closed, the efiective Q oi the resonator will be low
and as a result the oscillation in the resonator will be
completely damped in less than f ms.

The resonator is an electromechanical transducer with
a Q of approximately 1000. It is constructed to resonate
in the audio range. Figure three shows the various timing
gates and signal conditions throughout the receiving cir-
cuitry. When a pulse is expected from the transmitter, the
input timing gate acts to open the resonator amplifier to
the input signal which consists of a rectangular pulse at
the resonator frequency. This pulse is applied to the res-
onator. The frequency of the pulse is assumed to be ex-
actly the resonant frequency of the resonator. During the
Iength of the pulse, the oscillation in the resonator will
build up linearly with time. This comes about because of
the fact that efiectively no energy is dissipated in the res.
onator because it has infinire Q, However, during each
cycle oI the received pulse a given amount of energy is
delivered to the resonator 

- 
producing a linear build.up

with time. The output of the resonator is fed to two phase
detectors. The phase detector outputs are sampled only at
the end of the pulse at which time the pulse will have been
integrated over its entire length to provide a maximum
signal-to-noise ratio. Coincident with the sampling period,
the negative feedback gate acts to quench the oscillation
in the resonator so that the oscillation will decrease to
zero in less than one milliseconds at which time the reso-
nator will be ready to receive the next pulse.

It is assumed that a perfect phase reference is present
at the receiver. This reference sine wave is coupled into
one phase detector to provide its reference voltage, Also
the reference sine wave is shifted 90 degrees in phase and
applied to a second phase detector. The outputs of these
two phase detectors at the time of sampling will give the
projection of the received pulse on the x and y axes as
indicated in figure three. In this manner, the output of
the phase detector for the "x" channel will be positive
when the signal transmitted in that channel is a mark and
will be negative for a space. Similarly the polarity of the
output of the other phase detector will indicate whether
the signal transmitted in the "y" channel is a mark or a
space. Accordingly, two bits o{ information per pulse will
be obtained.

Predicted wave detection, as employed in l(ineplex,
makes use of a perfect weighting function for the rec-
tangularly pulsbd sine wave in the form of an infinite Q
resonator gated in synchronism with the pulse. This
resonator provides per{ect integration over the length of
the pulse.

An important consideration is the bandwidth required
for each predicted wave channel. If T equals the time of
duration of each pulse the bandwidth required per chan-
nel is equal to l/T. That W-1/T is not immediately ob-
vious. To prove that W:I/T, it must be shown that
channels may be arranged in a frequency multiplex system
spaced I,/T cycles apart in successive frequency intervals
without crosstalk. If it is shown that there is no crosstalk,
the efiective band W per channel may be regarded asI/T.
Demonstration of the freedom from crosstalk is possible
by reference to the energy-frequency diagram of the pulse
and by examinatiori of the response of the gated resonator
as its frequency is varied.

The upper curve, figure four, is the energy vs frequency
distribution of the transmitted pulse which appeared in
figure two. .The resonators are constructed at an audio
{requency, and in order to provide a numerical example,
the center frequency is shonn as 2000 cps. AIso for illus-
tration the pulse length is indicated as being 1/100 second,
giving I/T:100 cps. At fo the amplitude response of the
resonatol at the desired frequency, 2000 cps, is indicated.
It will be observed that the resonator amplitude builds up
linearly to the sampling time at the end of the pulse.

At fo - l/T and I0 + I/T,1900 and 2100 cps, the re-
sponse of a resonator tuned to each of these frequencies
is shown during the 2000 cps pulse; the amplitude first
builds up and then decreases to zeto at readout. Note
that the upper curve which represents the energy distribu-
tion of the 2000 cps pulse has a null or "orthogonality" at
each o{ these frequeneies.

A similar result, namely zero output at readout time, is
obtained at 2200 cps, except that at this frequency the
resonator is displaced two channels and its amplitude goes
through two maxima and two zeroes. Corresponding
results will be obtained i{ the resonator frequency is
displaced by additional 100 cycle increments with the
number of maxima and number of zeroes correspondirig
the number of such increments the frequency is displaced.

The curve Ior a 1775 cps indicates the response of a
resonator which is not accurately centered aI F:2/T.
There is a residual voltage at sampling time corresponding
to the energy distribution indicated on the upper curve.

Of interest is the response of a resonator when both the
desired and adjacent channel signals are transmitted. The
output at the sample time will be the same as it would be
i{ the desired channel had been transmitted alone. How-
ever, during the pulse interval the resonator stored energy
will vary as the vector addition of the signals for the
channels taken individually. Similarly, if there are a
large number of channels operating at once, the resonator
will respond in complex fashion during the pulse, but at



sampling time will reach a value corresponding to the

correct value for the desired channel alone.

Figure five A and B are a series of oscillograms showing
actual resonator responses corresponding to the conditions
examined in the previous figure, Each oscillogram was

taken with the same resonator input power and oscillo'
scope sensitivity. The decrease in maximum stored energy

in the resonator with increase in Af is demonstrated'

Practical use of a system constructed in the manner just

described is limited to a few special cases, principally due

to the specification for a local reference wave at the re-

ceiver which is in exact phase synchronism with the trans-

mitter RF. Although modern stable frequency sources

could be used to approximate this result, operation would
still be degraded due to phase instability frequently pres'

ent in the transmission medium due to Doppler and multi-
path efiects, Iayer height changes, etc. As a result, another

method o{ obtaining the phase reference for the receiver

was devised.

Before showing this practical arrangement as is incorpo-
rated in Kineplex a few of the prominent Ieatures oI the

system will be considered.

I. Although a frequency multiplex arrangement was

used to demonstrate that W:l/T, the performance is

basically identical with either time or frequency division.
Signal-to-noise ratio performance of a single channel is

the same whether flanking channels are present or not'

2. It is permissible to restrict the band emission of the

transmitter by filtering to eliminate the side energy
beyond about -+-3/T. The amount of energy contained

in the signal beyond this third orthogonality is so small

that it can be filtered out with small efiect on operation.
This feature is of importance in limiting intersystem

interference.

3. Adjustment of resonator feedback for "infinite" Q is

not critical because of the initial high Q resonator and

normal circuit tolerances are sufficient.

4. It should be noted that receiver selectivity is basi-

cally determined only by the quenched resonator with
additional IF and RF selectivity being required only for
strong signal protection.

5. Predicted wave detection yields a gain in signal'to-
rroise ratio performance accompanied by a lowering of the

threshold and a narrowing of the band. This is in marked

contrast to the usual result in systems such as FM where

a gain in signal-to-noise ratio performance is attained only

by raising the threshold and, wid,ening the band.

The only important difficulty in applying the laboratory

system just described to practical transmission links, is

Af :0

that of maintaining a reference wave in exact phase syn-

chronism with the transmitter reference and adjusting for
variations in phase delay which occur in the medium' One

solution would be to transmit a pilot reference signal at

low relative power, clean it uP by filtering or AFC

methods and then establish a Iocal reference. The question

arises, however, as to whether the pilot channel would

sufier the same disturbances as the signal channels' Be-

cause of this uncertainty and to simplify t}re system, it has

been found more convenient to use each pulse as a refer-

ence for the following pulse. This procedure is a good

engineering solution because the pulse length may be

selected such that the phase changes expected in the

medium will be small over one pulse length and, hence,

will be nearly correct for analysis of the following pulse.

The block diagram of the predicted wave phase shift
detectors incorporated in the Kineplex System is shown

in figure six A and B. This system has the following basic

{eatures:

1. Information is encoded as phase reversals (or non-

reversals) in each of the two quadrature components,

rather than as absolute phase values.
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2. Two resonators are,used alternately at the detector.
Each resonator is permitted to o'ring" for one pulse inter-
val as a means of storing a phase reference for analysis of
the following pulse. It is then quenched and re-used.

3. Phase measurements so obtained are decoded by
phase detectors so arranged as to interpret the reversals
from pulse to pulse as originally encoded.

A comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio performance
of signalling employed in Kineplex with standard FSK
teletype is shown in figure seven. At the threshold the

predicted wave is seen to be 6 db superior to FSI(.

The capacity of the Kineplex system is illustrated by the

{act that it is possible to multiplex 40 100-wpm teletype-

writer circuits (total information rate 3000 bits per sec-

ond) in a single voice band even after allowing suitable

margins for delay distortion such as would be expected on

long haul land lines on HF radio systems. The signal-to-

noise ratio in the 3 kc voice band required to exceed

threshold (bit error rate less than 0.0000I percent) for a

signalling rate of 3000 bits per second is only 15 db.

QUENCH
TIN/ING
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Kineplex uses a simple code and narrows down the
bandwidth and yet has a substantial signal-to.noise ratio
gain. Modern theory teaches that we should move in
exactly the opposite direction by using a complex, noise-
like code and wider bands to gain in signal.to-noise ratio.
This seeming paradox can be resolved when it is realized
that most o{ the new theory deals with information and
coding alone. It has neglected largely the matter of de-
tection which is in many aspects a separate subject. Im-
proved detection is the object of Kineplex 

- 
a need which

has existed {or a long time and which will continue to be

of vital importance with any coding scheme, however com-

plex. It is quite proper to think of using I(ineplex detection

principles and going on to build a complex wideband code

system when it is use{ul to exploit the wideband tech-

niques. It must be remerirbered, however, that in many
communication systems it is undesirable or impractical to

think of band widening. For example, much of our
useful radio spectrum is likely to rernain on a narrow
band basis, because of allocation considerations or because

of the physical iimitations imposed by nature in the form
o{ multioath distortion.

FIOURE 68
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APPLTGATTON

Collins Kineplex Data System With Suitable Converter Provides

Transmission of 3000 Bits Per Second in a Standard Voice Channel,

or Will Provide 40 Channels of Teletypwriter Service in the Same

Bandwidth Making it an Efficient Method of Communication

For Telephone, Business Machine and Industrial Applications.

The t;ompletely transistorized Collins Kineplex Data
System is a high capacity and flexible system for the
transmission o{ binary information over wire line, cable,
radio or microwave facilities. When employed with ap-
propriate conversion units, the Kineplex Data System will
accept and transmit binary information for various serv-
ices such as teletypewriter, business machine, telemetering,
supervisory control and facsimile. The basic communi-
cation channel on wire line and radio facilities has a
nominal bandwidth of 3 kc. The Kineplex Data System
has been designed to maximize the utilization of this
basic channel. The system allows the transmission o{ data
up to 3000 bits per second in the 3 kc band, this data rate
on teletypewriter service afiording 40 channels at I00
words per minute. On teletypewriter service ihis repre-
sents more than twice as many channels on a 3 kc band
as compared with present day carrier telegraph systems.
This two to one increase in spectrum utilization presents
a straight forward approach {or doubling the number of
teletypewriter circuits on existing 3 kc channel facilities.
Integrated data processing centers incorporating high
speed electronic computers are presently being applied to
a wide range of business record keeping functions. These

centralized data centers in a typical application will re-
quire a communication network {or connecting the data
center to remote plants and sales offices. The efficiency of
the data center will be dependent on the fast transmission
of business data to the data processing center from the
remote points. The Kineplex Data System provides ari
efficient and flexible high speed data link for transmitting
this information. For this application, the IGneplex Sys-
tem may be supplied with the Collins Data Converters
which enables the system to accept information in serial
or parallel form from business data storage mediums at a
3000 bit per second rate and transmit it,over a 3 kc chan-
nel. At the destination, the data may be provided in either
serial or parallel form. Magnetic tape input/output storage
is ideally suited for these applications; however, punched
card, paper tape and other types of storage may be

adapted for use with the Kineplex System. The total data
transmission capacity of the Kineplex System may be

divided between difierent services as best satisfies a spe-

cific application, As an example, a single system may be

conveniently arranged to provide for the simultaneous
transmission o{ 20 channels of teletypewriter service and
a 1500 bit/sec data signal.

t5
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I'TDES RAPID INTERPLANT DATA G('IUIInUNIGATT(,N

/ A Collins Kineplex Data System may be utilized to transmit informarion
,' from branch plant data processing centers to and from a main center
' at a rate o{ 3000 bits per second. By connecting data processing
' centers, a firm could have control over production planning,

disbursements, costs, tabulating, records, territorial operations,
marketinp;, production services, accounting, market research
and many other areas.

l-fib
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Kineplex Data System Includes a Rack of Synchronous Data

Transmission Equipment and Rack of Either Teletypewriter or

Series-Parallel Converters to Allow Transmission of Teletypewriter Service

or Bit Per Second In{ormation With the Svstem Easilv Tailored
to Meet any Customer Requirements. o

The Collins TE-202 Kineplex Data System consists of
one rack of synchronous data transmission equipment and
one rack of converter equipment as required for tele-

typewriter or business data applications. The equipment
employs plug-in modular construction and utilizes printed
wire circuitry, The module mounting plates, which fit
standard l9-inch relay racks, are used to assemble the
individual modules in this integrated system. The Kineplex
Data System uses no vacuum tubes as the equipment is
complefely transistorized. The basic synchronous data
transmission equipment is comprised of channeling equip-
ment that may be added in multiples of two channels to a
maximum of 40. The basic system provides wiring and
mounting for 40 channels. A single channel will transmit
at 45, 56, or 75 bits per second and channels may be con-

nected in a series parallel or parallel series arrangement to
provide for transmission of data up to a maximum of 3000
bits per second. Synchronous data as received from the
associated converter equipment are translated to audio
tones with two channels per tone. Twenty tones are spaced

at I10 cycle incrementi from 605 to 2695 cycles per sec-

ond. The separate tones are combined for transmission to

voice frequency transmission equipment, In the receiving
portion of the basic synchronous data transmission equip-

ment, the tones are distributed to the detection units.
Completely regenerated synchrgnous data are transmitted
to the associated converter equipment.

The synchronization of the transmitting and receiving
timing circuits may be accomplished by the use oI a 2915
cps synchronizing tone. A frequency synthesizer may be

provided to derive all timing from a precision frequency
standard (Collins 40K-1) and thus eliminate the need for
continuous transmission of synchronizing information.
Automatic gain and frequency control functions are pro-
vided in the Kineplex Data System and may be employed

in the event that the communication facilities transmitting
the signal has poor level regulation or introduces
frequency error.

The TE-202 Kineplex Data System may be provided
with conversion equipment to provide for a variety of
services, Conversion equipment for teletypewriter service
provides for the transmission of DC teletypewriter infor-
mation. Nonsynchronous telegraph "start-stop" signals



I from a teletypewriter circuit are converted to synchronous
..-/ data in the code converters. The synchronous data is then

applied to the basic synchronous data transmission equip-
ment for conversion to an audio tone. Forty channels of
60, 75 or I00 words per minute start-stop teletypewriter
may be transmitted simultaneously on the 20 tones (2
channels per tone). At the receiving equipment the com-
pletely regenerated synchronous data is applied to the
keyer units from the predicted wave signalling equipment.
The keyer units provide the standard 60 ma neutral output
to the teletypewriter line. No relays are used to provide
the DC signals to the teletypewriter line. The transmission
o{ data {rom sources having a high-rate serial output.may
be accomplished with series-parallel and parallel-series
data converters associated with the Kineplex Data System.
The series-parallel converter units will convert between
high speed serial data at speeds to 3000 bits per second

and the 75 bit/sec rate of each of the 40 channel inputs
of the basic predicted wave signalling equipment. At the
receive equipment, the 40 synchronous outputs from the
basic system may be converted by a parallel-to-series con-
verter to the original high speed time sequential rate o{
3000 bits per second.

A single Kineplex Data System can be provided with
different types of converters so that the system may be em-
ployed for the simultaneous transmission of data {rom
several difierent types of input sources. Standby arrange-
ments for the system units common to the 40 channels are
available.

The equipment is designed to operate {rom DC power at
2l to 31 volts. Fower supplies are also available which
derive the DC power from ll5 volts 60 cps lines.

Slondcrdized modules ore used in lhe Collins Kinepler Dclo Sysfem equipmenf,
which is complelely fronsisforized.

l9
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Collins TE-202 Kinepler Dqlo Systern with
Telefypewriier Converters (Fronl Yiew)

' I , l I , I l l ' , , ', l ' l l, ,

WEIGHT: 700 pounds

DIMENS|ONS: 967/"tt high, 4I" wide, 20" deep

SIGNAI.S:
TRANSMIT INPUT: Non-synchronous dc telegraph "start-

stop" signals, -60 ma for a "mark," 0 for a "space."

TRANSMIT OUTPUT: Composite signal of 2I audio tones
with a range from 605 cps to 2915 cps and a level of
*4 dbm.

RECEIYE INPUT: Composite sisnal of 21 audio tones with
a range from 605 cps to 2915 cps and a level of -13
dbm.

RECEIYE OUTPUT: Non-synchronous dc telegraph "start'
stop" signalr, ,rngrounded, I20 volts across 2000
ohms foi a "marki' 0 for a "sPace'"

Collins TE.202 Kineplex Doic Sysiem wilh
Telelypewrifer Converiers (Reqr Yiew)

CHANNELS: 40 channels maximum, 60, 75 or I00 wpm
each.

POWER INP[IT:

Synchronous doiq lrcnsmission equipmenf:
9 amneres aL-27.5 volts dc or 700 watts at 115

volts, 
-60 

cycle single-phase.

Teletypewriter converier equipmenl:
3 amperes at-275 volts dc or 250 watts at 115

volts,-60 cycle single'Phase.

Tolol power inpui:
950 watts 115 volts 60 cycles, single-phase or 22 am'
peres at 

- 
27 .5 volts dc.

20
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Reqr Yiew

Dolo Syslen

RECEIYE OUTPUT: 40 parallel synchronous data signals
each operating at 75 bits per second, -23 volts dc
for a "markr" -I3 dc for a "space," unbalanced
grounded.

POWER INPUT:

Synchronous dofo lronsnission equipment:
9 amperes at-275 volts dc or 700 'watts at 115
volts, 60 cycle single-phase.

OPERATING CONDITIONS: Fixed station 0-45' C ambient,
humidity to 95 percent.

Fronl Yiew

Collins TE-202 Kineplex

WEIGHT: 400 pounds

DIMENSfONS: g6r/"'t hight 2Qr/r't wid,e, 20" d,eep

SIGNALS:
T 6l synchronous data signals

per second, -23 volts dc
dc for a "space," balance
input circuit.

TRANSMIT OUTPUT: Composite signal of 21 audio tones
with a range from 605 cps to 2915 cps and a level of
*4 dbm.

RECEIYE INPUT: Composite signal of 2I audio tones with
a_range from 605 cps to 2915 cps and a level of -13dbm.

2l
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